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A feature of research into Information Betrieval has been
the continued use of small tEst collections in €XFeriments.
The assumption that any IeEults will remain valid when the
system is used to interrogate a large opErational database is
examined critically FarticulaIly with regard to the difference
in size of collections involved and the reasons for this.
Experiments inveEtigatins the effects of size on the
MEDLARS database with reference to several sub-collections
containing varying numbers cf documents are described. Tbese
include analyses of single teE. and two-term combination
behavicur and actual retrieval searches. The effect cn the
clustering structure of diffeIent small sub-collections is
also studied. The results ottained for MEDLARS are examined
in the ccntext of some well-known test collections, namely
Cranfield 2 and INSP~C.
Results for MEDIARS data indicate that very large
collecticns ( > 20,CCO documents) may be necessary in order to
ensure that the experimental data is indEed reFresentative and
iii
may therefore be used to accurately predict the performance of
a particular system in the orerational ervircnment.
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The ,ever increasing technological complexity of the
world has resulted in thE ~eneration of vast aDcunts ef
literature by industry, commerce, government todies and
academic institutions, a p~enomenon which has case to be
known as the "Informaticn Explosion". The ~e£d for
research workers to have rapid access to this dccumentary
data has stimulated werk in the field of informatio~
retrieval (IR).
Information retrieval has a history of some 25 years,
when it vas realised that the data handling power of
computers could be halnE~sed in crder to alleviate the
burden impcsed on the researcher. Since those early days,
IR has progressed steadlly, eager tc utilise the advances
made in the field of ce.Iuter science.
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1.1.1
"Information Eetrieval" is an unfortunate chcice of
te~m to desc~ite the pIocess of finding bibliographic
references in responsE to a
because of the all-embracing
requEst
nature
for information,
of "information".
However, it is generally accepted bI wo~kers in the field
that information retrieval is syncnymous with reference
retrieval, and indeed there are very few occasicns wh~n
"reference ret~ieval" cannot be used as a substitute.
lancaster (1968) ~efines IE as fo11cws: "An informaticn
retrieval system dce~ not inform (i.e. change the
knowledge of) the user on the sabject of his inquiry. It
merely informs on the existence (or non-existence) and
whereabouts of documents rElating tc his I~guestn. In
other words, an IR slstell does not answer a re'Iuest for
information directly, but ~rcvides a means to enable the
user to find the answer i.e. a reference to a document.
(A "docament" can be a bcok, paper, lepolt er any other
form of wIitten lIiork.) so liesystellsprovide the user with
the actual text of the dccument (document letrieval), but
this is becoming increasingly rare due to the high cost of
storing a large co1lecticn of documeIts in full text fotm
on even the least eXfensive computer sto~age medium.
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1. 1.2
Seen in this light, information retrieval excludes fact
and data retrieval. Fact Ietrieval systems or question
answering systems, as they are often called, relate more
to the fields of artificial intelligence and computational
linguistics. Such systels are currently restricted to
answering questions Ielating to a simple "world"
consisting, say, of blocks of differing Si2ES, ccleuIs and
shapes, based en a numbeI ef simple assertions about the
·world". (See Winograo (1912) fOI an example of such a
system.) Data retrieval is characterised ty data base
management systems (see rate (1981) for an introduction to
the subject). Stock cenitol systems and automatic airline
raservations are examples. In tbis case, the data is
restricted to that ~hjch is easily quantified and
tabulated. ~imilaIly, the quer} is completely and
unambiguously specified ty the use of an artificial
language which enables an exact match between query and
data to be made. Therefcre, there can be enly ote anSW8I.
1.1.3
IH lies somewhere betweEn these Extremes, the freedom
of fact Ietrieval and the cODstraints of data retzieval.
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Of course, the data in IF is r€stricted to docum€nts, but
documents are so variEd loth in form and especially in
content that a restricticn hardly Exists at all. The
queries posea to IR ~ystems are ideally expressed in
natural language. This enatles the naive usaI to
formulate his query more easily, but other forms of query
such as the Boolean combination of key wOIds have been
successfully sastered •. In lH there is unlikely to le one
particular document whiCh will satisfy the user's
information need. It is more likely that several
documents will prove useful to the user tc varjing
degrees. As a result of this, there is no exact match
between query and reslonse, no correct ar,swer. The
relationship is more cf a partial matching - a document
will answer the query to some extent but not ccmpletely.
That is to say, a document can be seen as relevant to a
request. This notion of reference is of central
imrortanca in the field ef IH and warrants furth€r
discussion.
Consider the medical rEsearcher wto wishes to find out
about the effects of a rarticular drug on rats. Th€
problem is deceptively simple. All he needs to do is read
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the documents covering tis sulject area, medicine in this
case, and select those wbich are of interest to his query.
By doing this, he car reject all those documents net
relating te his re~uest and therefere achieve "perfect
retrieval" all the documents he selects are relevant.
On tbe other hana, tbe numbel ef documents covering the
field of medicine run~ into millions and the task ef
reading every ene wculd Freve eltre.ely tedious and
time-wasting, even if it could be fitted intc a lifetime.
It is this very Frctlem that IR wishes to solve.
Unfortunately, the co.puter can net Ferferm the same
intellectual processes a~ a tuman being. It cannot read
ana understand the ccntents of a dccument, nor determine
whether that document is rElevant to a particular reguest
for informaticn or not. All it can do is attempt to
approximate to the proce~s. Because of this shertccming,
the computer system eften retrieves non-relevant documents
as well as relevant documents and indeEd it is one ef the
major goals in IR research to minimise the numker of
non-relevant documents retrievEd and maximise the number
of relevant documents letrie~ed, that is, obtain an even
closer approximation te the humaI Frocess, ~hich is
caFatle of perfect ~€tlieval.
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The performance of a system can be measured from this
angle and this has led te the introducticn ef farameters
to evaluate retrieval effective~ess. The two most
commonly used are recall and precisicn.
Recall = the number cf relevant documents retrieved
the total number ef relevant dccuments
trecision = the-number of relevaIt documents rettieved
the total number of documents retrieved
Unfortunately, although not a bard ard fast tula cf IR
(Cleverdon (1972), in general, there exists an inverse
relationship between the twe. Any attempt te improve
recall by retrieving mCre documents reduces rrecision by
increasing the the nu.ber ef non-relevant documents
retrieved. Similarly, if the number of documents
retrieved were tc be reduced to impreve precision, recall
would suffer. To obtain a realistic assessment ef a
system's perferlance, the precisien is calculated at
preset levels of recall (C.1, 0.2 etc.). Improvements to
a system veuld be successful if the precision at these
levels of recall were to increase.
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Although they are the most fopulaI Evaluaticn mea~UIe~,
recall and precisicn are net the only ones. Fallout,
generality and sensitivity have also been FrOro~ed. The
ubiquitous contingency table can be used to illustrate
their meaning and calculation.
R~levant Non-relevant
Retrieved a b a + b
Jot Retrieved c d c + d
a + c b + d
Recall = a
a + c
Precision = a
a + t
Fallout = t
a + c
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1.3. 1
The performance of an IR ~y~tem is not judged solely by
its ability to retrieve Ieleyant documents, although this
is the most important censideraticn. The slstem should
also be able te ~rovide the user with documents within a
reasonable period of timE. lhis is rartjcula~ly imfcrtant
in online systeas, vhe~e the user is conducting his search
from a terminal, rather than sutmittitg it fer batch
processing. The "resFeDse time" between the keying in of
the search request and the appearance cf the first
document is often dete~mjned by the algorithms used in the
~ystem and consequentl}, the use of oyerelaborate er
coaplex methods cf retriEval, ~hilst it may lead to an
imfrovement in effectiveness, can adve~sely affect the
respcnse time and increafe it to an unacceptable level.
A full Explanation ef hew an IR s}stem works will not
be attempted here. A trief oVEIview highlighting in
particular the sort of reseatch that has been done in IE,
viII suffice to givE a general impIession ef its
operation. FiguIe 1.1 shovs the basic components of a
system diagrammatically.
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1
Query for.ulaticn
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Processor Beferer:ces
r
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i
Body of
literature . ~
back
F~gurt: 1.1.
1.4.1
Despite the i.mense infor.ation handling cardcity ef
today's computers, it Iemains imrossible to store the
complete texts of even a small numbEl of documents, and
even if this froblem cculd be solved the processing of
documents in such a form would prove too complex. la
overcome these difficulties, the content of each document
in a collection is conderSEd into a form mcre suitable fer
co.puter use.
In a typical IR slstel, eaoh doculent is reprEsented ty
a set of keywcrds or teIms (used synonYlously here)
according to its content. lhe assignation of terms to a
document can be achieved either manually or autolatically.
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In manually indexed systEms, train~d experts assign
terms using their knowledge of the subject area. To aid
them in this task, a thesaurus of accepted terms is used
in order to achieve consistency tetween indexers. The
source for indexing vari~s from thE full text of the
document to its abstract or even its title.
The use of experts to index documents is very
expensive, because of the nature of the work atd the
amount of documents that have to be indexed. This has lEd
to much research in thE field ef automatic indexing.
Methods which rely on the semantic and syntactic analysis
to extract the content of a document, have froved to be
extre.ely complex in their oferation and have shown no
significant improvement eVEr relatiVEly simfle statistical
methods.
Methods which assign terms on a statistical basis use
the frequency of terms iI the source text (full text,
abstract or title). 1he selection of terms may be made
freely from words extracted from the text (free indexing)
or controlled ty a thesaurus of legitimate terms in much
the same vay as manual iIdexing.
An example of an automatic free indexing scheme is
giv~n by way of illustration.
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1. It has been shown that high frequency werds give
little indicaticn ef the content of a document dnd
therefore as a first step, all ncn-ccntent bearing
words ("fluff" lIcrds such as "and", "b':3cause",
"nevertheless" etc.) are removed from the text.
2. lhe remaining words are reduced to their stems by
suffix stripping. !his step is tased on the
assumption that two \Ordf ~ith the same stem refer to
the same concept.
3. The resulting set of stems is reouced to the final set
of index teras by reloving multiFle occurrences of the
salle stem.
The indexing produced by tbis method is often
labelled "binary" indexing, because a term either
occurs in a document description or it dces nct. An
elaboration of this method generates document
descriptions in whicl the terms arE assigned weights
in accordance with their ability to discriminate pne
document from another and therefore aid effective
retrieval.
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There are two main methods of searching cellections
corresfonding to the fors of the search request.
~atching function.
Where the user's request for information is expressed
in natural language, it is either formulated into a
set of search terms tl a trained intermediary er
automatcally
indexed. Once
in the
the
same way as a document would te
set cf sEarch terms has been
obtained, it is ccmFared with the set of document
representatives and a ranking of documents is f~cduced
according tc the degree of association between the
document and the guery, measured ty a matching
function (see 4.2.2). 1his is an attempt ty the
system to judge the relevance of the documents tc the
guery. The user lal then retrieve either the top n
documsnts from the ranking or arrly a threshcld cn the
latching functicn and Ietrieve all documents exceeding
it. By varying eithEr the value of n or the threshold
increased rEcall or precision can be attained. Ey
lowering the thrEshold (increasitg n), lere dccuments
will be retrieved increasing the number of relevant
documents retri~vEd leading tc an impIOV~m€nt in
recall, but also introducing more non-relevant
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documents, which acversely affects
raLsLnq the threshcld (decreasing
improved at the expersE cf recall.
precdsLcn, Ey
n), precision is
Boolean searching.
In Boolean searching the guery is expressed by using
logical connectives tetwEen terms, e.g.
01 = T1 AND (T2 CB '1:3) um NCT Tq
All documents satisfying the cotditions of the search
statement are retrieved and are deemed egual in that
no ranking is applied to tte set of retrieved
documents. As such, thete is no mechanism available
for selective retriEval correspcnding to the matching
functicn method.
Boolean searchins is efficiEntly i_pIe_ented using
an inverted file organisation, where each term is
associated with a SEt of docometts in which that term
occurs. The sets of documents fer each term in the
search request are IrccEssed according to the lcgical
combinations between the terms to produce the set of
documants to be retrieved.
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In an online envirotment, the u~er may sut~it a query
to the system, sample the eutput and on that basis modify
his original query
attempts tc autc.ate
feedback.
and re-submit
ttis process
it. ~here have been
known as relevance
There have teen many different methods sugg;sted fer
thE effective retrieval ef documents, ranging from the
very simplistic to thE highly cc.plex. At the Fresent
time therq are vEry few eccasicns where one can say that
one particular method is tetter that the next, because ef
the lack of conclusive ExreIimental results. This has
haen due to the wide range ef test data sets, which has
prevented true cc.parisoDs bet~een experiments, and the
small number of documents contained in these "test
collections" cO.Fared tc ofeIational IB databases.
Chapter 2 of this thesis studies toth tYFes of document
collection and highlights the prohlems concerning the use
of "test collections".
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Chapter 3 considers the nature of a dccument collection
by theoretical means and b~ fractical experiments studying
the effects of size on ccllection cbaractetistics such as
single terms and 2-term combinations.
Chapter 4 analyses the Effects of size
clustering structure of the collecticn.
cn the
Chapter 5 is concerned with the a.alga.ation of the
rasults of the previous two chapters and how this research
affectsotber watk in eXlelimental IF.
Chapter 6 provides sugSEstions fer furthEt reseaIch in
thE area.
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An often underestimated ccmponent of an lR system is
tne set of documents ufon which that system Of€rates.
Indeed, sUrprisingly little reseaIch effort has been
directed towards investigating the froperties of dccument
collections.
2. 1. 1
The nature of the dccumEnts themselves varies frcm
collection to collection. An average document taken from
different collections is indEXEd by different numbers ef
terms which, in turn, may have been selected from
dictionaries of differin9 sizes. In additict, the
original source for indexing may have bean the full text,
abstract or title of tie document, or ferhaFs author
assigned keywords are used in the document description.
Collections ate generally connected with a particular
subject area and within the collecticn, the docurents have
- 17 -
all teen indexed in a identical manner, using the same
source and the same dictionary or thesaurus.
2.1.2
It is common to divide the field of lH into two areas:
experimental IE and operational IR. Decument ccllecticns
are no different in this respect. In the oFeraticnal
environment,col1ecticns ale compiled from the literature
pertaining to a particular sutject and .ay te accessed,
often along with other databases, by systems offering an
information service eitber to users in-house er tc a mote
widespread fopulaticn fOl cOlmercial gain, e.g.
BLAISE, lNPOLINE, STAl~S.
DIAlO C,
2.1.3
Experimental IR over tbe past twenty years has sfawned
a Dumber of data sets used in the development, testing and
evaluation of retrieval methods. These "test
collections", as they have tecome kncwn, have criginated
in one of two ways. Either they consist of a sulset of an
operational database, which is made possitleby the
similarities between documents throughout the datalase, or
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they are specially creatEd ty selecting doctments frem the
litel:ature, e.g. Cranfield 2 (Cleverdon et al , 1966).
2. 1.4
The assumption governing thE use ef such test
collections is that anl expel:imental results will te
reproduced when the system urder examiraticn is
implemented to access the operational datatase. tn other
words, the test data sbould be representativE cf the
operational data. To detelmine whether this is true it is
nacessary to study th~ characteristics of bcth tIles ef
collection.
In recent years, there has teen a dramatic increase in
the number of datatases accessible by meats cf
computerised IR systems. 1here has also been an increase
in the number of documents these databaEEs ccntain and
their use in the cnline environment. "1llialls (1980)
reports that in 1919, thEre werE 528 titlicgrapbic,
titliograph1c-related aId natural language datatases,
containing some 1q8 million records. Table 2.1 reproduces
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ha~ analysis of u.S. databasEs.
Size (number of records) Pe~centage
< 30K 27
30K- 3COR qq
> 3eOR 17
size unkncwn 12
---
1CO
'lable 2.1.
2.2.1
As Table 2.1 shows, tbe size of a datatase can ~ange
frcll a few thousand to several million documents.
Specific examples are shewn in Table 2.2. Ideally, a
datatase should contain sufficient dccuments to t~ atla to
provide the user with an adequate servicE fcr that
pa~ticular sUbject area. Ey "adeguate service", one would
expect that a cOIrectly formatted reguest for info~mation
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Commercial t at at as es (s c ur c e e Hall (1977»
~lame
664,000
90C,000
367,OCO
4CO,000
AGRICOLA
CA Ccndensates
INSP:EC
ERIC
MEDLARS
SCIS:EAECH
SOCIAL SCISEAECR
TOILIN!
Subject AIea Numter ofDccum6nts
A'1:ricultlJIe
Chemistr}
1,OCC,OCO
2,260,000
within the score of the database would relate to at least
350,000Electrlcal,
electrcnic,
computEr a
contIol
en3ineErins
:Education 25C,000
one document in the ccllection, however tenuous that
relationship aaJ be. As an example, a database claiming
to represent the field of IEcicine wculd le eXfectEd to
Medicine
ScienCE
social sciences
Toxicology
Table 2.2.
contain some documents atolJt heart disease.
The number of documents in a datatase is determined 1y
several factors:
'Ihesubject area.
The enormitl of the task of constructing a singlo
database to represent all the world's knowledge has
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undarstandatly led tc the setting up of mote
rracticable databaseE ~est~icted to more manageable
subject areas. The si2e of datatase is depcr.d€nt ufcn
the sccps of the subject area a troad, general
subject, such as Dedicine, in which hur.dreds of
thousands of documents ate produced in any one y~ar
will require a largEr database to repIesent it than a
narrow, more specialised field such as tropical
diseases, of which tbe annual cutput may be mEasur€d
in terms of a few tbeu!and documents.
G~nerally, collEcticns arE kept as small as
practicable to enable a Ieasonable response time from
the system to be achieved. The co.pilaticn is simple
in the case cf well-defined subjects, such as medicine
and electronics. Eo,ever, where a subject lies in the
overla~ between tvo disciplines, the task of deciding
whether it is worthwhile combining the tvc er Keeping
them sepaIate is .0Ie difficult and is usually
determined in an ad toe fashion. Consider the example
shown in Figure 2.1.
If one wanted to ~rovjde an irfor.atien sErvice fer
the field of Pharmacelo9Y, it is fauna that this is
partly covered by tie field of P.edicine and partly hy
Toxicology. Assuming collections representing
- ~2 -
coaput-
ing
t~cg
abuse
Fisu~e 2.1.
Medicine and Toxicclcgy exist, dces one search toth
databases or one and net the other?
The activity in the area.
the amount of wcrk teing performed in a rarticular
field is generally teflected by the number cf
fub1ications it {rcduces. This can have two
contrasting effects en database size. In a thriving
subject area, the numte~ of publications will le
greater than in one whicb is in a state cf stagnation,
thus necessitatin~, en the face of it, a larger
database. Cn th~ other hand, if rafid advances ale
teing made in a scbject, the literature will become
out of date more quickly and nee~ net, th~refcre, he
fart cf the database. This rate of obsolescence
- 23 -
varies from sutject to sutject and in th€i~ study
Burton and Reple~ (1~6C) p~oduced a list of scientific
literature "half ljves~, an analogy with nuclea~
fhjsics, which is shewn in Table 2.3.
literaturE balf lives.
Su1::ject Years
Chemical EnginEering
"echanical Engineering
~etallur9ical Engineering
l!athelatics
Ihysics
Chemi stri'
Geolog}
Physic logy
Eotani'
Q.8
5.2
3.9
10.5
Q.6
8.1
11.8
7.2
10.0
Table 2.3.
Their definition cf "half lifE" is "the tile dUIing
which ene-half of all the currently active literature
- 24 -
was putlished".
Note that these figures were rroduced over twenty
years ago and due to changes in the nature of the
subject areas may not bold true today. NEvertheless,
they do giv~ an indication of the variation between
sUbjacts. In g€neral, statle sciences exhibit longar
half lives than developing sciences, e.g. mathematics
vs. physics, vhilst applied fiElds tend to become
obsolescent lore rapidly than those with d more
fundamental and theoIetical tasis.
~ournal selection.
lhe most common methe1 of compiling a datatase is to
select a number of journals fIom within the subject
area and, ufen publicaticn of each issue, include all
that issue's papers in the collectien. Thq size of
the collectien is, it this case, deteImined by the
number of journals included and the duraticn ef
coverage. Fer example, a collection may be made up of
the papers containEd in a bundred jeurnals ever a
period of three years. Ho~eger, this method has the
disadvantage of olitting pertinent documents if they
appear in journals net directly associated with the
subject area, e.g. a medical parer in a general
scientific journal such as "Science" may well be
- ~5 -
cmitted frcm a medical database.
system function.
The size of a docume[t collection can also be goveIned
by the purpose for wiich it is to be used. In a
retrosfective systel, the database should be larg
enough to frcvide adequate coverage of the subject
,see 2.2.1). A currEnt awareness systel maj cnly
reguire a fel mcnths' Ieleases of documents and in a
purely SDI system oDly the most up to date release is
required.
2.3.1
Research in IR oveI the fast twenty years has led to
the emergence of a number of sets of data used sclely fer
experimental purposes, commonll known as "test
collections" (Sparck JODes& van Rijsbergen (1976».
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In general, a test collection comprifes d set ef
aocuments, an associatEd set of queries, and some
relevance data. Thus, in a typical eXferiment each guaty
is submitted te the Eyst~m, ~hich will in turn retrieve
certain documents whict it has dE~med relevart tc that
query. The effectiveness of the syste. can then be judged
by comparing the output with the Ielevance information.
In this way it is hered that the retrieval process in an
operational environment .ay be mecelled, the assumpticn
baing that any results attained in the experiment will
remain valid.
2.3.2
Present test collections invariably contain a
relatively small numler ef dccuments, when compared with
coamercial datalases. lable 2.q gives some examples of
test collections and reference to Talle 2.2 highlights the
difference in s12e.
There are the followiIg geod reasons fer restricting
the number of documents in test collections, but they must
be consid~red carefully if the validity of the test
collection as a representative of the lar19 collection can
be called into question.
- ~7 -
!est Collecticns.
Namel Reference Sub:ect area roes. Cueries
Cranfield 2 Aercnautics 1400 221
Clever don et al(1966) 200 42
INSPEC Physics, 541 97
Aitchison et al electrotech-
(1970) nclcgj,
centrel
ISIL'I Decumentation 797 63
Keen & Digger (1972)
UKCIS ChelistIY 11518 193
Barker et al(1974) 15629
l!EDUSA MEdicine 51000 58
Barber et al (1972)
NPl Electronics, 11571 93
vaswani & cOllfuters,
Cameron (1970) physics,
georhysjcs
UKAEA Nuclear 12765 6C
Clive et al(1973) sciEncE
Table 2.4.
Collection construction.
Compiling a collection can te an expensive and
laborious task. The actual gathEring ef the decuments
themsalves is not difficult (they are plentiful), but
they may not be in macbine readatle form or, even if
they are, in a fermat suitable for the experiment.
The construction of the guery SEt Foses mere of a
Robertson (1981) lists four problems
concerning query selEctien. Firstly, queries sheuld
be traFped durin) the short space of tille in which tbe
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act of requestinJ information takes Flace. Seccndly,
these act~ are felfor.ed in a variety of locations,
and are therefore difficult to fcniter. Thirdly, the
subsequent eo-operatien of the re1uester is often
required, e.g. for rElevance aSSEssment, but ~aj not
be offered, and fOUIthll, these difficulties compound
to question whetheI the resulting queties are
representative of anlthing at all.
However, ty far the most difficult obstacle to
overcome in the construction of a test collection is
the provision of relevance informaticn. curtent
measures of retrje~al perfoImance, e.g. recall,
Frecision and fallout (ctapter 1), rely heavily cn the
knowledge of ~hich documents are relevant to each
query.
each
Therefore, te te akle te use
query should be accompanied
such measures,
hy a list of
documents relevant tc it. This can be achieved in t~o
ways. Ideally, the originator of the query should
make the assessment as hE is hest qualified to de so.
Unfortunately, this in101ves a gIeat deal of effort on
his part, as many documents will need to be judged.
For this reasen, experiments often rely on the
assessments of subject experts wbo cemFare each query
with every document and, using their knowledge of the
subject, decide en its relevance. However, both these
- 29 -
methods are time ccnsuming and/cr
require sutstantial resources even
collections.
eXFersive an
for small
Ease of eXferiment.
The use of comput~rs in IH rEsearch bas meant that
experim€nts can be replicated at will. Even se,
computation time and storagereguirements remain at a
premium and small collEctions enable experiments to be
performed efficientl} and quicklj, avoiding delays due
to re-runs and tbe incorloraticn of system
modificaticns. Indeed, it is cften possible to have
sUbstantial parts of small collections residing in
core storage, reducing the overheads of data transfer
considerably.
It must he stressed that no matter how convincing
the arguments for thE USE cf small test cellections
are, the overriding requirement for the test
collection to be refrEsentative of the conplete
collection should be fulfilled if the results are to
be valid. Furthr:r, EVEn those researchers whc usa
small test collections express their doubts about
doing so, the reasons for which are exa.ined in the
next secticn.
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2.4.1
In a recent review of IB experiments, SraIck Jcnes
(1S81) concludes that twenty years of testing has taught
us little about the real nature of retrieval systems and
only broad generalisations, .ostly unsubstantiated, can le
made about the methods of imFroving their performance.
This lack of conclcsive results is tlamed ufcn foar
eXferimental 'design aethodology, to which the
unsatisfactory use of test collecticls can he S~En tc be a
contributoty factor.
Particularly during tle 1960's ana early 1970's, almost
every project gave bilth to a new test collection, the
variety of which was allost as grEat as the frcjects
themselves. As a consequence of the differences betwe~n
the test collections, thE tEsults of the experiments wete
for the most fart not co.parable. This meant that the
- 31 -
racommendations of one experiment wEte nct ccnsolidated ty
lat~r experiments ferfcrmed in the same area of inquiry.
Examples of the differences tetween the ccllecticcs ate
given below:
1. Subject area - mostly fthara" scientific sutjects but
w1de variaticn withit this descrjption.
2. Indexing source
abstract to title.
varying from full text through
3. Indexing method - autolatic vs. manual.
4. Indexing language document derived keywords vs.
fully controlled thesauri.
5. ~ethod of creaticn - the Cranfield 2 documents were
specially selected wtEreas UKCIS used a slice of the
current ofelaticnal collEction. S1milarly, INSPEC
requests were obtained eJclusively for the experiment,
!EDOSA queries WErE extracted froa thos~ actually
submitted to the system ty users.
6. Relevance informaticn - queries derived 0feraticnally
result in difficultiES in froviding adequate relevance
judgments.
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7. Size - aocument sets ranse from ~OO to ~C,COC; request
sets from 5C to 2CO.
8. P.achineformats - differences in fermat ithibits the
use of certain ccllections.
Many of these differelces ate related to the document
collections themselves. It is for this reasen that this
study of the nature of document collections has teEn
undertaken.
2.4.3
In order to combat the lack of comparability and also
avoid the difficulties ef settins uf a r.~w test
collEction, more recent experiments have made use of
existing test collections, of which Cranfield 2 is by far
thE most fopular. HcweveI, although solving some of the
problems mentioned atove, fUIther cOlplicaticns arise from
the use cf these "standard" collections. eften they are
used for purposEs for wiich they vere not designed,
therefore calling the validity of the experimental results
into question.
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A further development has seen,thE use ef mere than one
collection in an eXf9Jiment. particularly the S~ABT
Prcject. However, the S~ABT ccllections tYFically ccntain
less than 500 documents. This has also led to the
situation where conflicting results are ottain~d with
different collections (SIaICk Jones (1973».
The ubiquitous Cranfield 2 collection is, as mentien€d
earlier, much used in retrieval expeIiments. Ho~ever, it
should be noted that this collection has an average of
thirty terms per document. lhis is lucb higher than most
opErational collEctiens and indeed other test collections.
For this reason, sale retrieval methods ferfotm
sutstantially tetter in this collection than in ethers - a
point worth considering whEn evaluating results.
A solution to these plotleRs voula be of great benefit
to IB research. To this end, Sparck Jones and van
Rijsbergen (1975) proposEd the setting uf ef an "ideal"
test collectien, a fOltable collection, available as a
general purpose research tool.
characteristics are that it should
Its suggested
be large and toth
various and homogeneous in tbe folloving:- centett, soutce
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type, origin, tim~ and language. !his is to be achieved
by the ability of the majn collecticL to be sub-divided
into smaller ccllectioIs. As far as size is concerned,
the recommendations statE that collections ccntaining lefs
than 500 documents (7~ queries) are of no value i~
experiments, 1COC to 20CO documents (250 queries) ate
acceptable fOI some purIo~es, and over 1COOO documents
(1COO queries) may b~ necessary in some cases. DesFite
its obvious attracticns, especially in terms of experiment
comparability, the ideal test collection is not yet in
existence.
An impcrtant feature of the ideal test collection is
its sizG. It was prcposed that twc collecticts be
constructed, one in science, cne in"arts, each containing
30,000 documents, much larger than existing test
collections. As stated in 2.3.2, test collections contain
only a fraction of the ntmter of documents in commercial
datatases, yet the underlying assumption governing their
use in IE experim~nts is that any results will be
reproduced when the s}ste. under examination is us€d
operationally with a full datatase. This is known as the
"same alfferenoe" principlE (Robertson, 1975). Thus, in
_ ~c: _- ....
order to obtain leaningful results, the test collection
should be representative of the operaticnal data, that is,
it should exhitit similar characteristics. It can te
argued that collecticns of SCC dccuments are not
refresentative of anlthirg, let alone a collection of 1
million documents.
2.5.1
An illustration of the Froble. of extrapolating results
from experiments using slall tEst collecticns is given by
Gitbs (1911) • EJperiments investigating the
discrimination value mettod (Salton, Yang and lu, 1975)
using a collection of 4!,COC P.EDtAB~ documents instead of
Salten's MED450 collecticn (450 documents), shewEd that
claims of improved retrieval performance were
unsubstantiated, (The two collections were itdexed
differently - manually as!igned ~eSE terms in the case of
the Gibbs collection, whilst MED4!:O was ir:ciexed
automatically by SMART methods - but this was thought to
have little effect).
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The aim of this thesi~ is to inv~stigate the effects of
size on a document collecticn (~EDIARS), in an attempt to
determine the size of collecticn necEssary tc reflect the
nature of the full collection, and yet remain small enough
to handle in retrieval expEriments.
In order to achieve this, subsets of varying sizes
chcsen merely on the tasis of chronological crder fro~ the
!EtLAES document collection are examined in teIms cf the
follcwing characteristic! :- the behaviour of single term
and combinations and the clustEring structurE.
The perhaps Fredictable octcoma of this research is
that the change is gradual as collEcticn size increases,
and that no clear cut-off Foint is aIparent. Intuitively,
however, very small collections « ~OO documents) aIe net
representative fer IE elleriments.
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In this chapter, the characteristics ef cellecticns
containing varying nu.bers of ~!DLABS documents ate
investigated in an attEmrt to determine the si29 ef
collection necessary tc reflect the behaviour of a full
"EtLARS c~llecticn. HEDIABS has beet chcsen because it is
indexed manually using a controlled vocabulary of index
terms. The use of an automatically indexed coll€cticn may
have intrcduced undesiIable propeIties peculiar to the
indexing method and not due to the characteristics of the
collection' itself. ~hts, ,by using a manually indeXEd
collection it is hoped tlat any results will held gcc~ fer
other collecticns.
The notion of size in IR is 81tiguous and reguires
clarification. The ftimaIl 'meaning here is the size cf
collection, that is the tumber of documents a collection
contains. However, the Iumber of tErms in the vccabulary,
the dictionary size, is also of interest.
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In determining the effects of SiZE on the functicn of
an IR datatase, it is i.portaIt to consider some
theoretical aspects of cellection si2e before attempting
any practical experiments.
3.2.1
One of the fundamental tasks in IE is the
representation of the ~ocument. Ihis is achieved by
eo.bining varicus facets to froduce a document
description. One way of leoking at this is Salten's
vactor representaticn. 1 document is represented ty a
vector of length n, each component of which correspcrds to
a term (n terms in the dictionary). A '1' indicates that
the term is present in t~e descripticn and cenveIsely, 'Cl
indicates that-it is absent. using this vector notation,
a document can be ViEVEd as a single pciIt in an
n-dimensional 'document space', and a collection as a set
of points in the document space.
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3.2.2
Given that the number of terms in the dictionary is
known, a numtar of mEasures can be used to calculate the
size of collecticn that dictionary can represent
If there are n teIms in the
largest number of doctments which
reFresented, D, is ~iven by:
dicticnary, thEn the
can be uniquely
1. if all n terms may be uSEd to incex a docuaett
D = 2'n - 1
In this case, every rossible point in the document
space represents a document atd is therefcre the
absolute maxi.um numbet of documents. Whilst it is
theoreticall} possible tbat a document can be indexed
ty all the terls in the dictionary, e.g. an extensive
review article, it is usually a luch smaller number of
terms that are assigted to anyone document.
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,2. if the n uabe r of terlls that can 1:;e appli(3d to a
document is restrictE~ tc €xactll m teIms
D = nCE
= n!/IlI! (n-II)!)
Again, this is unlikely hecause not every document
will be in~eled by tbe sallenumb~r of tel:ms.
3. if a document is indExEd 1:;y at .cst II terms
.11
D = L nCI
r=O
II
= L: n!/(r!(Il-r)!)
r=O
This is the mor~ realistic alternative. I is the
maximum numter ef terms assigned to a document in the
collection.
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3.2.3
The full imfact cf these meaSUIes is not apfarent
unless some actual figurEs ate introcuced.
As an example, SUffOS€ a dictionaty has ~C terms (n=50)
1. from equation 1 - all n terms mal be used to index a
document
D = 2'n - 1
= 2'~O - 1
= 1.12 • 10'15
By comfariscn, M!DIA~S contains 2 • 10'6 documents
from 10,000 terms anc thE Cranfield 1QCO collection
bas 1,~CO documents and 2,683 tetms.
2. Exactly 20 terms arE used tc index ev€rj document
(.=20) Equation 2 gi~es
D = nClI
= 50 C 20
'= 4.11 • 10'13
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3. A maximum of 20 teIm~ can te aIplied te a dOcuD9nt -
frem equation 3
II
D = 6 nCr
r=O
= 1.14 * 10'1Q
The dictionary in these examIles is deliberately
constrained to aD artificiallj small number cf terms.
This is te ensure that the figures remain at least within
the bounds of imagination. Even so, the numbers ef
documents that can be Ie~Iesented by such a small number
of terms are huge. For a dictionarj containing a more
realistic number of teIII! (say, 10,000), the figures are
verging on the infinite ~2 'HOCO) •
The number of documents in the MEDIARS database
(2.10'6) is onll a minute fraction of this theoretical
maximum and yet uses the sese Dumber of teIIIS (lC,CCC).
The main Cranfield 2 collection has 2,6e3 terms and yet
only 1400 documents, an Even smaller PICfoItieD ef the
maximum possible.
..' .
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An initial conclusicn that mal be drawn from tbese
figures is that the dicticnary sizes ate tec laIge.
IndEed, working in r8ver~e, the CA Ccndensates database of
over two million documents cculd be uniquely represented
ty only 21 terms. The variety generation method suggested
by Lynch (1977), which uses word fragments (digrams and
trigrams) instead ef keywcrds to index documents, has
succeeded in reducing thE total numter of tekens necessary
for indexing, altheugh it remains in excess of the
theoretical minimum.
Variety generatien techtigues, however, result in an
increased number of "falf€ dIOFs", ttat is, documents are
retrieved which are not relevant to the request. This is
due to the fact that the use of word fragments necessarily
destroys any meaning that is attached to the wetd from
which they are derived. It would seEm that a desirable
feature of any indexitg scheme is that it should retain
the meaning of terms and therefore the numter of terms
must exceed the minimum required by some degIee.
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The experiments reported in this thesis were .p€~fOImed
on a set of documents oIiginating fIom the ~EtUSA project
~arker et a1 (1972), Barraclough et a1 (1975») which used
selected documents frol the National library of Medicine
(NIM) MEDLABS citation files. The sole critericn for
selection was that the original article was written in
English.
3.3.2
MIDLARS documents are indexed manually at NLM using a
controlled vocatulary ef abeut 10,000 ~edical Subject
Headings (eeSH terms). These ter.s may te lade lore
specific by the addition ef certain qualifiers of which
there are about 70 available, and associated with Bach
term is a list of valid gualifiers. within the dictionary
there are 38 general purlose terms, known as "check tags"
(Afpendix 1). At leaft cne of these terms must le
assigned to each document and this serves to give a broad
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indication of the contert of the dccument. On av~~age, a
document is inde~ed by abott 12 terms, qualified and
unqualified, of which 3 are "[rint terms" under which the
article apfears in "IndeJ P.edicus".
~!DLABS query formulaticn is 11 means cf a Bcolean
cOlbination of ~eSH term! using the operators ANt, OR and
NO!. The terms may be qualified by using a LINK to a
valid qualifier.
The MEDOSA system utilisEd the capabilities of the
Newcastle File Handling Sjstell (!FHS) (Cox and tews
(1967», developed specifically for the ~rccessin9 cf
titliograpbic data. Whilst this proved very effective for
the provision of an information service via the MEDUSA
system, tbe experiments reported hera were concerned with
investigating the document IEpresentation, and as a result
many fields of the citation reccrds were superfluous.
Indeed, in the majority of caSES thE only requirement was
easy access to the index terms of the document - such
fields as author, title, journal, volume and date ef
putlicatioD were net Ieguired. The use of the citation
files in their ori9inal JFHS format would have incurred
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substantial overheads in t~e fcrm of incIeased ccmfutaticn
time and larger storage Iequirements. For this reason,
the index t~rms were extr3cted from the citaticn files and
the use of NFHS routines and records vas discontinued. A
further simplification involvEd ign(ring qualifiers, thus
multiple occurIences of the same term with different
qualifiers in the same document vele treated as a single
occurrence ef that t~rm. Also, no distinction was made
between print terms and ordinary teIms, although it cculd
be said that pritt terms weIE lore important in comparison
to others. Early eXFEriments indicated that tecause cf
their enforced usa in indexing, check tags occurred vith
unusually high frequenciEs aDd therefore were Ie.eved frcm
both the dccuments and tbe dictionar}. !his resulted in
the dictionary being reducEd tc 10,137 terms.
The final forB of the documents was similar to the 'ab'
format sugg~sted by Sparck Jcnes & Bates (1977) and indeed
differed only in that the termination 5y.bol "I" was
omitted and the numbex of terms in the document was the
fiIst number in the document descriftion to compensate fer
this.
a n b1 12 t3 ••• ti ••• bn
a = document numter: simFlified to between 1 and 61036
n = number cf teIms in the document
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hi= term numler: simr1ified to tEtW€En 1 and 10137 fer
ease of fle1ueney calculation. The
orisinal terms ieI€ in the range 24
tc 1249C8 with cbvious gaps and a
conversion list was available sbou1d
the identity of the term be re1uired.
The full collecticn was composed of a four month
section of citation files, each month ccntaining some
15,OCO documents giving a total of 61,036 documents.
Sub-collections w~re formed ccrtaining 500; 5,000;
10,eco; 15,000; 20,000 and 25,CCO documents. (In
addition, sub-collections of 250 ane 1,COO docul9nts were
used in the c1ust~ring EJpeliments of Chapter 4.) Tho 500
sut-collection comFrised the first 500 documents of the
first month, thE SCOO sut-collection the first s,oeo
documents and se on. ID tbis way each sub-collection was
a subset of the next larcest sub-collection. ihis enabled-
the effects of changing document collection size to be
investigated.
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3.].5
In order that the sub-collections could l:e
realistically compared both with each other and the full
collection, it was desirable that the documents should
have a degree of randomnEss.
As menticned earlier, only Inglish language documents
are contained in the collection. This o1:viatBs the
problem of tha fermation of grcups causEd 1:y the indexing
of nen-English language documents in batches.
The average numter of terms Ier dccument remains
reasonably
(Table J.1).
collections
cOIlstaIlt throt~hout the collections
This indicates that any differences between
are not due to variations in the level of
indexing, i.a. the use of mOIe or less terms te index
documents.
It is possi1:le thdt a collection lay contain
documents in the same su1:ject area and
too many
therefore
randomness may be lost due to subject grouping. However,
this is not the case in r.EtLARS. As tbe indExing is a
continuous frocess, any specialist journal, which may
contain between 10 and 20 aIticles, will 1:eatsorl:ed into
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Sub-collecticn statistics
No of Ne of term Av ne cf Ne of diff Real % ef
Docs occur€nces trms/dcc terms terms ussa
5CO 4254 8.51 2128 20.99
5000 46308 q.26 6521 64.13
10COO 94598 9.45 7596 74.93
15000 145798 9.71 8129 eO.1<3
200CO 1918C4 9.59 8422 83.08
25000 241914 9.68 8639 85.22
61036 572707 9.38 9189 90.65
Table ;.1.
the collection immediately an1 not held ever urtil there
are more in the same sub:ect, ~hich may result in a block
of 200 or so articles in the same sutject area.
Experiments cn 2-term combinations, which are rCForted
later in this chapter, have specifically included a test
for randomness.
EXPERIMEN1S C~ SI~~LE 1EF~~.----------------------------
This section describe~ elperiments performed on the
collections invEstigating the behaviour ef single terms,
that is, terms censidered inder:endently of others
contained in the document descriptic[s.
Single terls are elamined with respect to term
frEluency and the tctal numter of different terms used.
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If tpe sub-collection i~ a true subset and thaIefoIe
representative, there should be no variatien in relative
frequencies between sur-collection aId full collecticn and
all the teIms it the full collection should be present in
the sub-collection.
A useful indication of the tehavieur of a document
collection is the freguancy with which index terms occur.
For this reason, the freguencies of OCCUIIence ef each
term in all the sub-ccllections atd the full collection
ware obtained. lnitial analysis rEvealed that certain
terms had a surpIisingly high frequency compared to others
throughout all the collections. Uper examination, it was
found that the terms were in fact, "check tags" (see
3.3.2), and it was assumEd ttat no latter what si2e ef
collection was analysed thes~ teIms would eccur with
exaggerated higb freguency and were therefore igtcred.
As it was intended to draw graphs to ccmp3ra the
frequencies of term occurrences
both with each other and the
necessary to ensure tbat the
in each sub-collection
full collection, it was
graphs were indeed
comparable. In order to achieVE this, an ordering of
- ~1 -
te~ms was obtained by ~anking the te~ms in decreasing
frequancy of occurence in the full collection. TSIms ef
€lual frequency \ere ranked in nume~ical order. The terms
were then assiJned tc 1eo divisions, each divisien
containing 100 terms, so that divisicn 1 contained the 100
most fregu~nt terms, civisicn 2 the next laC frequent
te~ms and se on.
For each division a frequency reprEsentative was
calculated hy sURming the flequencies of the individual
terms. This was then ncrsalised by dividing ty th8 total
number of term occurenceE, tle final figure shcwing the
prcpertion of terms in that particular division.
Similarly, graphs were drawn fer the sub-collectiens, but
the divisiens obtained for the full collectien were
retained in ord~r to avoid the preblem ef terms
"migrating" f~em one division to the next making
comparison impossible.
The normalisation ef frequency representatives and the
retention of the same divisiens ensured ttat the graphs
were directly cClparable.
Figures 3.1 to 1.7 sbew the graphs for the collections
over the complete langE of divisions ,1 100).
Figures 3.8 to 3.14 sbo. only divisions 10 9C for
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reasons of clarity. r:lvisions 1 9 exhibited no
fundamental differences tetveen collections.
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As a result ef the ordering of t~rms according to their
frequency, the graph fer the 610(0 collecticn is by
definition smooth. FOI the 500 ccllection the graph is
anything but smooth with large deviations frem the 61000
curve. As the collection ~i2es increase, the deviations
become less pronounced, Jet it is enly in the 15CCC and
20(CC grafhs that any ~ign of smoothing out can be seen.
As a general trend, the leaks and trcughs cf the grafhs do
diminish with increase in size. These deviations are all
the more remarkatle considErjng the fact that the Foints
depict only the refresD1ati~es of the 100 divisions which
were obtained ty averasing the actual freguencis, in
effect smoothing the variations within the divisioL.
Thus, graphs showing eacl term individually (Figur~ 3.15
to 3.18), r€vaal even greater differences.
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3.4.2 the introGucticD of r.e~ terms.------------------------------
If a dictionary cCLtains a finite numter of indEx
terms, then the numter of differer.t terMf used in a
document collection can Sive an indication of the coverage
of the subj€ct area. Further, a collecticn which, uFen
the aduiticn of furthEr documents, shows little or no
increase in the numter of different terms used may be
deemEd representative ef the full collection.
- 13 -
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Figure 3.19 and Table 3.1 give details of the increases
in the percentage of new terfts intreeuced in proforticn to
the increased si%e ef document collection. In aadition to
the sub-collecticns, the file tounaary si%ES ~ere also
obtained and plotted. In a study of dictionary size,
Houston and Wall (1964) «aintain that if less than half
the terms in a dictionaIY occur in the collection it is
baing used to index, theI thE index is cf little use.
Turning tbis around, a collection which uses less than
half of the terms availalle in the dicticnarj may be ef
limited use in retrieval €Jperiments. In this caSE, the
500 sub-collection suffers frog this deficiency. Indeed,
it is only when around 3CCO documents are used that the
50J mark is passed.
,
By 10000 documents almost 75~ ef the teras have been
used and aftar this point there is a levelling off in the
rate of increase. In~eEd, it shculd be notea that the
full collection cnly usa! qC~ of the terms available.
This is a large enough pErcentage to deem E1,OOO documents
acceptable as a full collection.
The conclusions tc tE drawn from thesE iritial
experiments are:-
1. Collections of less tban 3000 are unlikely to be
- 15 -
useful for eJperimental FUIposes.
2. 15,000 documents !£I le sufficient to te able to
obtain meaningful reEults.
J. It is more likely that largEr collecticDs aIe
necessary to ensure that they are representative of
the full collection.
In IR,terms rarely occur in isolation. Indeed, it is
the very co-occurrence of teIms in documents and lueries
that attempts to express thE content of thE aIticle
through indexing and tke information need of th~ user ty
the combination of terms in the search formulaticn.
This section considers th~ properties of the
co-occurrance of two terss in the sale document, hereafter
referred to as "comtinaticns". Of courS9, it is fossible
to consideI co-occurrences of three or more terms, but it
is usually the case that a query can te reduced to a
combination of t~o basic cc_ronents, linked together, for
example, by ANt in a Boolean query for.~laticn scheme.
Any aore than tvo terms so ljnked recuces ccnsid€rably thu
- 'i6 -
number of doculents tlat .ay be selected in response to
the query. An excepticn to this is ~hen one of the terms
is a check' tag. Thi! frcvides a general mechanism fo~
excluding documents that lie outside the particular field
of interest.
3.5.1
In th~ same ~al tbat a giv~n size of dictionary can
give rise to a theoretical laximum Dumter of dccum~nts
(3.2.2), a finite number of two term comtinatiens can t~
generated.
Fer a dictionary of 10CCC terms (n=1COCC), the maximum
number of differ~nt combinations is siven 11
c = ncz = o!/ (2!(0-2)!)
= (n(n-1»/2
= 5.0 * 10'7 (SC lillicI)
Tbe actual nUlber of combinations can be expecten to to
much less than this lecausE somE terls may net occur
together. This is due tc the tasic MEDLARS indexing rule
of using the most sIecific term available and the
- 17 -
hierarchy of terms withir the thesaurus. For example, the
following hieIachy of terms is definen by MeDIANS (from
"rhe frinciples of MtDLAFS", NIM):-
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injury, immune disea~e, poisoning
wcuId~ and injuries
tu~ns
turns, inhalation
turns, electric eya turr.s
Figure 3.20.
In this case, "burnsft would rot b€ a~sigted to a
document if the document was about a particular type of
burn. A more
used instead.
specific terl, e.g.
It is tnlikely that
"sunlurr.", would be
both "burns" and
"sunburn" or inde~d aty of the fcur other teras at that
lavel vill occur togetheI in the same document.
For a given collection size, the nuster of Fossible
combinations is a functicn of the nUlber of terms used (t)
- jq -
in that collectien.
c= (t(t-1})/2
For the .sut-collectiens, the fcllowing figures aIe
obtained (lable 3.2)
comtiIaticn statistics
no. of no. cf max. IlO. cf actual no. ~age
docs terms possitle of combs.
used COlltS.
500 2128 22E312E 1E463 0.82
5COO 6521 212581160 18"'220 0.87
10000 7596 2E811S810 34C129 1.1E
15000 812~ 33C36256 483273 1.46
20000 8422 354E0831 5q1924 1.61
25COC a63~ 37311841 705132 1.89
'lable 3.2.
As the numtel of dccuments in the sub-collections
increases, the number ef different terms used increases,
- EO -
but levels out IFigure 3.19). ThE maximum tumbet ef
fossible different ccmtinaticns is a function of this
fi9ur~ ana increases in frcpcrtion tc the sguare ef th~
nuaber of teIms. 1he ~£~y~! number of different
combinations in the sub-collectiors is tut a small
percentage of the maximum ~2§§!~1!and shows no sign of
levelling off.
Because of the higt derands in both coaputation time
and storage made bl the EXf9Iiaents en term ccmtitaticns,
they were restricted to the sub-collections only. (There
ware over 700,000 diffEIEnt combinaticns in the 25000
sut-collection.)
3.6.2
In 3.q.2
investigated.
the introduction
In the same waI,
of
the
new terms was
introducticn of
- E1 -
combinations was studiEd uncer tte assulpticn that a
collection, to which the addition of documents showed
little increase in the numler of different ccmbiraticns,
could be deemqd representative of th€ full collection.
Table 1.3 gives d~tails of loth the Dumter of different
combinations used and the tctal number of conbinations
occurring in the sub-ccllections, which are shown
graphically in Pigure 3.41 (cnce again with intetllle'liate
points at file beundarieE).
Number of Numter of different Total number ef Eiltio
documents combinations combinations
500 18461 20074 91.98
sece 184220 ~46161 74.811
1COOO 340129 ~20727 65.32
150 C 0 483273 825229 SR.56
2COOO 591924 1C78296 54.89
25CCC 105132 1370791) 51.44
Table 3.3.
In marked contrast to the corIespending graph fer
single terms (Figure 3.19), there is no levelling out
between 15CCO and 2CCCO documents. Indeed, the graph
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ramains almost linear as .far as thE 25COO liKit, atJ any
slight deviaticn from a stlaight lina is matched by a
similar deviation in the total numbEI of ccmtinaticns.
3.6.3
Because of the vast numter of combinations involved
(7CO,eOO.) ana the amcunt ef comFuting resources that
would have been necessary, it was ilpcssitle to perform a
frequency analJsis on all the combinations, followi~g the
methed us~d for single teras (3.4.1).
In an attempt to solve this problEm, it was decided to
examine the freguencies of selected combinations which
wer~ derived fro. genuinE qUEry formulations as submitted
to the KEDOSA and ~ECt!NE systems. Cn1y thOS8 terms
which, upon expansion, WEre co.bined togetheI using "AND"
and would retrieve documents, weta selected so that a
query of the fora
R1 = (Pl1 OR "2) ARD 113
yielded the combinaticns Pl1 + ~3 and M2 + ~3. Rote - Ml +
~2 was not included because a document ccntaiIing those
two terms and not Pl3would nct be retrieved.
- E3 -
A total of 117 query fOImulations were processed in
this way yielding 407 different ccmbinaticrs. Hcwever,
only 137 of these affear€d in the 25000 sub-collecticn.
In theory, once a collection tegir.s tc repeat itself,
i.e. a repIesentative sutset has beEn found, the fr~guancy
of a particular cOlbination should increase in proportion
to the increase in tie Dumber ef documents in the
collection.
This ,proved not to te the case. Indeed, the vast
majority of the 137 combinations exhibited anything but a
regular rate of 'increase. Only one combination was
regular in this respect and that occurred cnly cnce in
each month.
To throw further light aD this, it was decided to
perform actual "EDUSA seaIches using the combinations
"anded" together as qUEry input. !EDUSA Ietriev~s the
documents for each month separately - a document retrieved
corresFonds to that ccmbination it represents being
present. This enabled the analysis to be extended bejond
the previous 25CCO limit with additicnal points at ~8421,
45718 and 61036 documents, but no i.frovement was evident.
- E4 -
At this stage, it was aIPIofriate to include a SF€cific
check to plove that the doc~ments were indeed randomly
distributed and not gIocpedin alY way, for €xamfle ty
sutject area. tocuments other than those written in
English had teen exeltd€d tsee 3.3.5). 'Iedo this, a
histogram vas dravn for each combination, showing the
number of times it occurIed each mcnth (M!tUSA r~tli9ves
documents menth 1:ymcnth so the production of this was
trivial). If each mcntl vas a representative of the full
collection, then the numtet of occurIAnces per month would
be relatively constant As Ex~ected ftom the results ef the
previous experiment, this vas Dot the case.
To check for randomness, the documents WEre assigned to
four groups randemly using a function of the citaticn
number, instead of cn a monthly basis. No uniformity was
apparent, the results re.aining roughly the sale. lhis
may be due to the fact that the combinations occur so
infrequently that they cannot le anything let random and
as such can be taken as an indication that the documents
are not grouped in any way.
- S5 -
3.6.5
A remaIkable featurE of the ~ork concerning the
combinations extractEd frcm the queries is the low
-frequency with wbich tbe) occur.
To investigate this, a frequency analysis was perfotm€d
on the largest sub-collection for wbich figur~s were
available, the 25COO dccument set. A summar~ of results
is shown below.
Number of documents = 25COO
!umber of different coatinations = 705132
Total number of combinations = 1370795
497931 comtinaticns CCCUt only once,
102170 comtinations cceur twice,
39532 combinaticns CCCUI 3 tilles,
20002 comtinations cceUI q tillles,•••
1 comtinatien occur~ 440 times (Ill a x.)
.approx. 70~ of comtinatiens OCCUI once cnly,
afFrox. 98% cf ccmbinaticns OCCUI less than 10 times.
- E6 -
This salves tc confirm the Iejection of comtinatiens of
more than two teIms as otjects of enguiry.
3.6.6
searches were also feIfor.ed on tte monthly ccll8ctions
usin] complate queries lather than their constituent
combinations. This providEd a means of deteImining the
relative impoltance ef each combination (and thar~fore
each term) within the qUEry and investigating ~hEtheI this
varied fro. month to mcnth.
As an example. considEr the folloving:-
Cl=f'l38 AND(!!2 CB MS CR In CR MS OR 1119OR Ml0 OR Mll)
Combinations which retrieve documents:-
Month' f'lcnth2 Menth) Mcnth4 Tctal
C' : 1118 AND !!2 1 0 0 0 1
C2: M3S ANt 1.7 , 0 0 0 1
C1: rOs AND !9 0 1 1 2 4
CQ: 113S ANt l!10 2 0 2 2 6
'lata1 incl.
duplicate docs. II 1 3 II 12
01 (full qU€J:y) 3 1 2 3 9
- E7 -
Whilst the four combinations Ietrieve 4, 1, 3, 4
documents for each month resfectively, cnly 3, 1, 2, 3
~!!!§~~n~documents at~ retrieved. !his is shown in
Figure 1.2t.
q
3
2 C4
1
o
Plonth1 Plonth2 Ponth3 Plcnth4
In Menth 1, C4 retrieves 2 decuments, Cl and C2 retri~ve
the same document, a total of 3 docu!ents.
In Plcnth 2, Cl retrieves 1 document.
In Month 3, C4 retrieves 2 documents, one of which is also
retrieved by C3.
In Plonth 4, C4 and C3 each retrieve 2 documents, one of
which is common to both.
C4 is the .ost imloltant combination in that it
retrieves the most doculEnts over !h!g~ months only. lt
retrieves no doouments in Month 2. Ncne of tha s~ven
gueries shows any consistency over the months as far as
the most important combiraticn is concerned. ·lhis furth€r
- EB -
confirms that a monthly'section (15,(00 docu[er.ts) is net
rerresentative of the full collection.
This chapter has atte.pted to give an indication of the
relationships between thEoIetical meaSUIes aId their
emrirically derived equivalents. In general, the actual
values differ consideratly from t~ose that hav.; been
theoretically fredicted. ~e,ertheless, the theoretical
work has proved its werth ty pointing the practical
eXferiments in the rigt.tdirection and giving an idea of
what kind of behaviour te Exrect.
The fractical ~xperjments contained in this ch~pter
have not produced any conclusive results as to the size of
collection required in order to te able to ccnfidently
predict retrieval behavicuI in an operational environment.
The single term experiments revealed a Iossibl~ cut-off
point between 15,CCO and 2C,COC documents tut this was not
SUfported by the work en two-tsrm comtinatioDs. The
actual searches revealed not only the inconsistencies in
the collection under growth but also the verj lew
freluencias with which combinations occurrEd and the
subsequently small nuaber of documents retrieved by
- E9 -
genuine search fcrmulaticns.
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EXkEEIMENTS USING tOCUMENT ClUSTERING--------------------------------------
Whilst tbe frEvicus chapter was primarily concerned
with the nature of ccllectio[s in terms cf the
characteristics of the documents thej contain, i.e. the
document was the unit of study, tbis chafter attemfts to
investigate document collections ty looking at thair
overall structure and the inter-cocument relaticr.shifs
within the collection and bow these vary according to
collection size.
Tc this end, a clusteling method has been aFplied to
several small sub-collecticns. tecument clustering is
used to Ieduce the alount of searching required in
retrieval ~Y divi~in9 the collection into 9IcuIs cf
related documents ("clusteIs"). This is equivalent to
dividing the subject area into mOle srecialised tCFiee.
The results of such eXf9Iiments may be compared with
results of other experimEnts in clustering.
If any sub-collection constitutes a true sutset ef the
full collection and therefore lay be used meaningfully for
- ~1 -
eXferimental purfoses, tie structure of the collectien
will remain statle if f~rther documents are incorforated.
In terms of th~ Effect of an increasE in collecticD size
oa the clusters, the nu.ter of clusters should remain
constant, but thE size of each cluster sbould increase in
prcportion to the numtar of documents added to the
collection. In other words, large ccllecticns should have
the same number of clusteIs as small collections, tut the
number of documents they ccntain should be greater. this
is equivalent to the ncn-intIoduction of new topics into a
subject area, and an incIease in the numbeI ef articles
concerned with each tOfic. this is of course, the id~al
situation - from a more fractical viewfoint, mincr cbanges
in the structure may be apfaIent.
There are two, often conflicting, criteria (Joverning
the selection of a clustering .ethod. Firstly, it shculd
exhibit a degree of theoretical soundness. In order to do
this, it should satisfy thE following criteria of
adEquacy, which have teen adapted for use in IH by van
Rijsbergen (1979) from tllose proFcsed 1:1 JaI:(Une and
sil:scn (1971) in thei!: discussion of general
classification techni ques:-
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4. The method produces a clustering which is unlikely to
be altere1 drastically b~ the incorporation of further
documents, i.e. it i~ stable undEr growth.
5. The method is stable, i.e. small changes in the
indexin~ of the documents lead tc small changes in the
clustering.
6. The method is indefetdent cf the initial ordering of
the documents.
The second critericn is that the method should be
efficient in terms of cc.~utaticn time and storage
requirements. Unfortunately, this has Fro,eD tc be the
overridinj consideration in many clustering methods, with
the effect that there arE many very efficient lethcds ncw
available, which do not satisfy the requirement of
theoretical souD~ness. These arE termed heutistic
clustering methods.
4.2.1
Because of
heuristic cluster
tackground and
their pre-occupation
methods rately have
are cften defined
with efficiency,
any thecretical
in terms of the
- ~3 -
algorithms implem~nting them. They froceed directly frem
the document descripticn! te the clustering without any
intermediate stage. Tiey attempt to SrEed uf the
retrieval rrocess by limiting the extent of a linear
search.
In linear associative Ietrieval (LAR), each search
reguest must be .atched lith each and eV9Il document in
the collection, in order to dEter.iIe tbe set of relevant
documents. By clustering the coll~ction, aocumants are
assigne1 to groups of related dccuments, and fer each
cluster a cluster rerresentative is derived. The role of
the cluster representativE is to sUlmarise the content cf
the documents ccntained ~ithin that cluster. This can le
achieved hy using the cEntrcid of tte cluster (cf. centre
of gravity) or the document iith the most attributes in
common with the rest. 1he search request is then matched
with the set of cluster Ierresentatives and the set of
relevant documents is ultimately,selected ty latching th~
search request with the le.bers of those clusters, which
gave the best match. This frocess reduces dramatically
the number of co.pariscnf hetween reguest and document but
may lead to a degradation of retrieval affectivaneEs
compared tc tAR.
- ~4 -
An imfottant faint to ccnsid~r in the case of h~u~istic
clusterinJ algorithms is that they do net attemft to
extract a st~ucture frcm the document c~llection, ~ath€r
they try to impose a sui atle structure UpCD it. This may
be achieved by frespecifying parameters, which have to te
empirically determined. Tbese include limits er the
nU2ber of clusters, the .aximum and minimum size of
clusters, the threshold value of the matching futcticn fer
a decument to te included in a cluster and the degree of
overlap between clusters.
Before proceeding, it is important to eXflain the
concept of a matching function (similarity coeffici~nt,
association measure). A matching functioD measures the
association between a document and either a cluster
representative (as in thjs case), cr ancther document.
Several different matcting functions have been proposed
for use in IR, but provicing they arE correctly Iormalised
with respect tc the nu.ber of terms in the documents,
there is little effect cn retrieval perfoImanod to le
gainEd by using cne instead of another. Thus, the
similarity between tvo dccuments or tetween a document and
a cluster reflesentative, 1 and Y, may be expressed in a
- 95 -
number of ways:
IX (\ YI SimplE matching function
Dice's coefficient
IX {\ II
I X V Y I
Jaccald's coefficient
IX f\ 11 Cosine coefficient
IX 1\ 11 Overlap coefficient
min (I X I, IY I)
(X,I = set of keywc~ds Iep~esenting documents /
cluster represEntatives,
1.1 = counting measule)
The second and subsequent measures can ta seen as
normalised versicns of tle simple matching function.
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4.2.3
The action of a heuristic clustering algcrithl is bast
explained by an example. Bocchic's algorithm (Rocchio
1966) is one of the best known. It las three stages :-
1. A Dumber of documentf are selected (by some criterion)
as cluster represettatives. Tbe remairing decumants
are assigned either to eJisting clusters at to a Hrag
tag" cluster for misfits, by thresholding a matching
function. A document lay te assigned tc mcrE than one
clustar.
2. The resulting clustering is aajusted to cemply with
the prior specification parametEIs.
3. The clustering is tidied up by forcitly assigning
documents from the -rag bag" closter and raducing the
overlap bet.ee~ clustels.
!uch of tha research iD tbE area of heuristic algorithms
has been tcwards reducing the number of .passes necessary
to produce a cluste~ins, and sEveral "single pass"
algorithms have teen prclofed.
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4.2.4
Whilst they undcubtedly rroduce a clustering vary
quickly and efficiently, heuristic
following disad~antages, which makes
research undesirable :-
algorithms hav~ the
their use in this
1. The clustering is dependent ulon the order in which
the documents are sutmitted to tte algorithm.
2. They are not stable under growth.
heuristic clustering to ineorfcrate ne~ documents is
difficult. Cften a cO.flete reclassificaticn is
necessary to correct the clustering after one or more
updates.
3. The clustering is delendent upon the specificaticn of
parameters, which Deed to be kncwn in advance and may
~ary ftom collection to collecticn.
4. A structure is imfosed ufon the collection according
to these parameters.
These factors combine to flaee in doubt whether changes
in structure are due to differences in collecticn size er
, - sa -
inconsistencies in the cluste~ing algo~ithm.
BIEBARCHIC ClUSTERING P.E1ECDS.------------------------------
There ate matiyhie~archic cluster methods tut by far
the most popular and most documEnted in IR is the
single-link method. Thi~ ha~ tEen shown to satisfy all
criteria of adeguacy for theotetical scuIdoess
pardine and Sibson, 1911). Rather than having a
detrimental effect on rettieval pErfoImance in teIms of
recall and preci~icn, Jald1ne and van EijstergeD (1971)
stated that such a meth)d bad the fctential for imptoving
effectiveness in ccmpati~on with a linear ·search. To
reinforce their argume~t they postulated 'the Cluste~
BYfothesis, which states, "Closely associated documents
tend to be relevant to the sa.e requests". This eXflcits
thE sepa~ation within a collection tetween relevant and
non-relevant documents (van RijsbEIgen and Srarck Jonas,
1913).
Instead ef cperating cn a measure of similarity between
objects, single-link takes as its input a mat~ix of
- S9 -
dissimilarity coefficients (rC's) shewing the d~9ree cf
dissimilarity between documents. The matrix contains
n(n-1)/2 elements for a collection of n documents. It is
thE generaticn ef this matriJ that disadvantages
hierarchic methods in gEnEral, with regard tc their
computational efficiency cC_Fared to heuristic algorithms.
From this matrix, a hierarchy of ncn-overlaFFing
clusters is produced with each level baving an associated
numerical value. This value gives a measure of the
association between thE 'documents .contained in the
clusters at that level. The hierarchy may be rEpresented
geometrically by a dendrosra.. This is easily translated
into a tIee structurE, which makes this method
particularly attractive for use it oFerational systems,
because of the efficient seaIch statEgies that have been
devised for trees •
./ The action of the single-link method is best described
by means of an example:
consider a collecticn of
analysis of which produces
matrix (Pigure 14.1) :
5 dccuments lA ,B,C,D ,E) ,
the following dissimilarity
- 1eo -
A B c D
E 0.4
C 0.4 0.2
t 0.3 0.3 0.3
! 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.1
Figule 4.1.
Ey thresholding the rc's at levels ef 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3
graphs can be d~awn (Figt~es 4.2 to q.4)
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The resulting clusters are surrounded ty dotted linas.
From this it can te seEn that fot a docuner.t to be
included in a cluster at a given level, it need only te
associated with one membEr of the cluster with a DC less
than or equal to the Fatticular level, hence, the term
"single-link n.
The graphs lay be converted into a dendrogram, which
enables the overall structure to be examined (Figure 4.5).
- 1C3 -
0.2.
• •• •
• • •• • •••••••••••• • •
,
0.3.
O. 1.
A t E B c
Figure q.5.
This can te translated into a suitable tree structure
(Figure 4. 6) •
- lC4 -
A D E c
FiguIe 4.6.
Note that it is not necessary to threshold the mattix at
0.4 as this does not altEr tbe clustEring ef 0.3, wheIe
all the documents ate included in one cluster.
- lC5 -
The choice of re las little effect on retrieval
pe!formance, and inde€d, single-link ensures that the
clustering d09s not depend on thE actual values cf the
tC's but urcn their rank-oIdering.
~FFROpBIA!EN!SS OF SINGLE-lINK FOR THIS F!SEARCH.-------------------------------------------------
Single-link clustering wa~ chosen for the following
reasons:
1. It is the only hielaIchic method to s~tisfy the
criteria of adequacy.
2. It seeks a structure frol the collecticn r~ther than
attempting to imposE cne. An imposed structure could
mean that results may le due to the clusteritg method,
rather than differences in collection size.
3. It is order-independent.
4. It is stahle under growth. This ensures that any
variaticns are due tc differences in collection size
and not as a result ef inccnsistencies it the uFdating
- 1C6 -
mechanism of the mettod.
The generaticn of the dissimilarity matrix was
performed by using willett's algoIithm (Willett, 1981).
By utilising the inverted file, the Dumber of matches is
reduced consideratly by emitting tbe calculaticn of DC's
between documents with nc teuls in ccmmon.
The choice of IC was made pUlely on the grcurds cf
computational ccnveniencE. ~hE follcwing rc was us~d:
DC = 11 ~ 11
lXI+IYI
W here I 1 A I I ": 11 U I I - I 1 f\ I I
It is related to Dice's coefficient ty
IX ~ II = 1 -
111+111
2.11 1\ YI
IXI + IYI
- 1C7 -
The single-link metboc was impleaented ty using the
SLINK algoritha due io Sikson(1973). Although this
algo~ithm must be SUFpliEd with DC's in a sfecific crdeI,
it does discard them as Eoon as thEY are processEd, thus
reducing storage reguirelents. Furtr.ermere, the cutfut is
readily translated into a dendrogam representation, which
allows a visual Examination cf the clustering to be made.
As DO searching of tle collecticns was neCEssary, an
elaborate tree structu~e implementation was Dot requited.
For this teaSOD, van Bi:sbeIgen's D1NAtINR algorithm (van
~jsbe~gen, 1971), which othErwise lay have teeD chosen
for its ability to accept tC's in any order, was rejEcted.
4.6 In]_~ll]~1~_gl_~11£_g!_1~j_~!Y~Xl]_~I]Y~lY]]_Q!
£2!!]~Il£!~~
As a result of the comparative inefficiency of the
single-link method, sutstantial OVErheads ef ccmputaticn
time restricted the expeIimants involving docum~nt
clustering to sub-collEctions containing 2S0, sca, 10Ca
and 5000 documents.
As an example ef this, thE genEration of the
dissimilarity matrix for the 5COO sut-collection teek 618
CPU seconds, and the single-link clustering a further 1125
- 1 C8 -
seconds, using the IEM 270/168 running under ~lS at
Newcastle. ~uch ef the time ~as taken up by I/O
operations and it is felt that a sUlstantial ilprcveme~t
could be cbtained if the twc tasks ~ere co.kined into the
same program.
The results of ChaIter
clusters are unlikely to
collections aIe clustEled,
3 indicate that unchanging
occur unless very large
certaitly larger than 5,OeO
documents. HOtllever,much of the work on clustering has
been performed on collections containing relatively small
numbers of documents, and therefore collections of this
size are worth consideriDg.
Figure q.7 gi19s an elample of a dendrogram, for
2SC sub-collection. lisual inspection reveals
differences between the clustering structures. ~he
the
lar<Jo
250
sut-collection bas very few clusters at lower levels, the
number of which increases with collection size. Perhaps,
the most readily ferceivatle chaIcteristic of all the
structures is the lack of large clusters until quito hi<Jh
levels of dissimilarity (0.7 upwards).
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A more objective method cf analysing the structures is
possible by considering the followins statistics fer each
sut-collection:
1. lhe percentage of documents clustared at a given
level. This measure is co.monly used in clustering
Experiments and is calculated by determining the level
at which each documEnt becomes connected intc thg
bierarchy.
2. The percentage reduction in the number cf branches in
the dendrogram/tree stIucture. Given that the~E ate
as many branches as docu.ents at the lowest level, the
number of branches remaining at a given level can be
calculated, and hence, the reduction. The nuwter of
branches is made up cf the numbEr of clusters Flus the
number of unclustered doculents.
3. !he number of clusteIs at a giver level.
4. The number of docume~ts containee in the clusters at a
given level.
Having introduced these measurEs, it is ~ortlwhile
re-stating the characteristics of a true collection subset
- 111 -
from the point of view of single-link clustering. At a
given level in the hie~axchl, the point at which the
number of clusters beccmes constant despite the additien
of further documents to the collection, and where only the
clusters themselves increase in size, can be d€em~d a true
subset and the~efore IefIesentative for exp_ximental
purposes. Once a subset reaches a size ~hich is
representative, additicnal documents will be incorporated
into the hierarchy at loweI levels. Ontil this feint is
reached, however, an increase in the percentage of
documents clustered at lo~eI levels should be afpar@nt as
more and more clusters ale for.ed. !his should result in
a corresponding increase in the percentage reduction in
branches.
1) and 2) above arE norRalised .easu[€s, which allow
comparison bet~eEn collections of different sizes. As a
further aid to comparison, arbitrary levels of re (0.1,
0.2 ••••• O.9) have teen selected as points at which to
extract the fol1o~in9 statistics (Tables 4.1 to 4./~) :-
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Collection: ~EDLARS2~O
Number of documentE: 250
DC "age %age nco Si28 ran ge
level clstrd rdctn clstrs of clusters
0.1 • • • •
0.2 0.8 0.4 1 1 clustec 2 docs
O. 3 0.8 C.Q 1 1*2
O.Q 1.6 0.8 2 242
0.5 2.8 1.6 3 2*2, 1*3
0.6 11.2 6.0 13 1142, 2*3
0.1 33.2 20.8 21 10*2, 1*20
0.8 66.4 61.6 1~ 10112, 1*141
0.9 96.4 95.5 3 1*2. 1*239
Table 4.1.,
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Collection: ~EDLARS5(0
Number of documents: 5CO
DC lage %age no. si2a range
level clstrd rdctn c t st r s of clusters
0.1 0.4 0.2 1 1*2
0.2 0.8 O.q 2 2*2
0.3 1.2 0.6 3 3*2
0.4 3.2 1.6 13 8*2
0.5 6.8 3.6 16 14 *2, 2*3
0.6 18.4 11.0 37 26*2, 2*~
0.7 47.6 flO.O 38 22"2, 1*131
0.8 81.6 79.4 11 10*2, 1*388
C.9 99.0 98.8 1 1*495
Tabla 4.2.
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Collection: !EDLABS1(00
Number of documents: 1COO
DC %age ~age no. si2e range
level clstrd rdctn clstrs of clusters
o. 1 0.2 0.1 1 1·2
0.2 1.0 0.5 I: 5"2
C.3 1 ..8 0.9 9 9112
0.4 5.3 2.7 26 25*2, 1*3
0.5 13.9 8.2 57 47lt2, 1*8
0.6 33.7 24.5 92 66*2, 1*83
0.7 61.3 61.3 60 4011'2, 1*503
0.8 93.3 92.5 8 7*2, 1*919
0.9 99.1 99.6 1 1·997
Table Q.3.
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Collection: ~EDLABSS(Oe
Number of documents: SCeD
DC %age %age no. Si28 r an ge
level clstrd rdctn clstIs of clusters
0.1 0.9 0.5 21 20·2, 1*3
0.2 1.8 1.0 41 34*2, 1*:
0.3 3.3 1.8 74 63*2, 1*5
0.4 8.0 q.8 159 120*2, 1*10
0.5 20.4 13.8 328 237lt2, 1*37
0.6 44.5 36 .•6 ;93 266*2, 1*10E7
0.7 78.9 76.1 138 103t2, 1*3602
0.8 99.0 98.5 1 1*1.&928
0.9 100.0 99.9 1 '.4999
Table 4.4.
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A feature of the cltste~ing structures is th t as the
collection size increases, more and aore documents b come
linkEd into the hierarchy at Loser levels and more
clusters are formed. In tbe case of a true subset, ODe
would eXF€ctnearly all additional documents to b..
incorporated at these low levels, as the collection begins
to repeat itself. In the case of the four sub-call ctions
analJsed here, the general trend is certainly toward~ more
clusters at lover levels, but there is no sign of the
figures reaching a constant value, ..bich would bE the case
if a true subset had been attained. This would afpear to
indicate that suh-collections containing less than 5000
MEtLABS documents are teo saalI to be representative.
This is perhaps to be expected iD tbe light of the
eX.feriments on single ter.s and 2-term combinations and
the very small size of tbe sut-collections u~ed in these
clustering experiments.
It is also interestins to ExamiDE the sizes of the
clusters. At 10111 levelE (tlpto C.5), there is a large
number of very small clusters, typically containing only
two docu.ants, over all thE sut-colIEctions. As expEcted,
the larger collections generally have more clusters at a
particular level, but even then it is cnI] at the 0.6
level in the 1000 sub-collection and at the 0.5 level i1
the 5000 suh-collecticn that wbat maj be termedrea'onably
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sized ct us t- ..rs are formec. Eowever, at these levels cnLy
33.7~ and 20.4~ respectively of documents are clust.red.
At higher levelS, all thE clusters are amalgamated into
one large clustal: ccntaining upwards of 20'" of the
collection. Since the retrieval &echanism in systems
using hierarchic clustering is to retrieve all the
documents in the chosen cluster, clusters cf (say) 5 tc 10
documents vould be of .ost use. with the clustering
produced here, it would te common to retrieve either
clusters with ,ery fev documents in them, or a cluster
containing most of the dccuments in the collecticn.
4.6.1
There have been numercus Experimerts in the area cf
document clustering using single-link, chiefly at
Ca&bridge. Whilst most cf these havE been ccncernedwith
the retrieval effective~ess of single-link clustering and
as such, theit results tend to b expressed in th~s
terms, figures fOI the percentage of documents clustered
and in one case, the percentage reduction in branches, are
available. These are Ielrcduced in lables 4.5 and 4.6.
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PercentagE of Documents ClustEred
Cranfield INSFEC Keen Cranfield UKClS
200 toes 541 toes ,97 Docs 1400 Docs 11613 n cc s
Lvl 32 tId 12.2 tId ;.2 tId 53.6 tId
Ca) (a) ( a) (b) (c)
0.1 • • • 0.57 .
0.2 3.0 • • 1.29 2.0
0.3 6. 'j • 4.0 3.71 4.0
0.4 13.!: 3.0 17.5 11.93 12.0
0.7 40.0 8.0 ~5.5 40.8E 33.0
0.6 714.0 2C.5 74.5 77.93 65.0
0.7 93.5 63.0 92.5 96.43 <;1.0
0.8 99.S 98.5 100.0 99.54 N/A
0.9 100.0 100.0 lCO.O 100.00 N/A
Sources
a = Sparck Jones (1973)
b = van BijsbergED & Croft (1975)
c = Croft (1977)
latle 4.5.
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Sparck Jones (1973) also gives the pErcentage ~eduction in
branches.
Percentage reduction jn tranches.
LvI cr anf Le Ld 200 INSPEC 541 Keen 797
C. 1 • • •
0.2 1.5 • 1.8
0.3 3.5 • 6. 3
0.4 8.5 2. 11 19.1
0.5 27.0 8.5 47.4
0.6 65.5 29. :2 82.9
0.7 92.0 66.5 97.6
0.8 99.0 96.8 100.0
C.9 100.0 100.0 100.0
Table 4.6.
The results obt.adned for MEDLABS collections beat aost
rasemblance to the figures for tha I~SPEC test collection.
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This may be dUE to a similarity in the aVErage number of
tarms per documents (INSP1!C has 12.2 terms/document,
~EDLARS between 9 and 10) or to the fact that both have
be en extracted from a la1ge operatio.nalda ta ba se.
The Cranfield figurEs are in general much higher than
both the other t~o test collections and "EDLARS. This is
possibly caused by the unusually high number of terms
aSSigned to the documents. 1his increases the lik·lihccd
of documents haling ter.s in common, and as a result, the
degree of clustering.
cluster contains.
there are no figures a1Iailabl for the
and thE numbEI of documents .ach
HO~e1leI, given the perce tage of
clustered ane the perCEntage reductien in
unfortunatelj,
number of clusters
documents
hranches at a given level, the nu.ber of clusters at that
1911elmay be calculatee. The nu.ber ef clustaIs is
obtained by subtracting the Dumber of unclusterd documents
from the number of branches re.aining. There are
apparently ineODsistencieE in the published figures, as
the number of clusters fer the INSP!C and REen collyctions
according to this calculation, are negative. The matt _r
is presently under difcussiGD with thE author. The
figures for the Cranfield 200 collection can be utilised
and the nusner of clusteJs at each level is given in Table
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4.7.
Number of clusters for the Cranfield 200 collectio •
Ivl %age no. nco Jage rductn no. no. cf
docs docs docs t d uc t n in no. brnchs clstrs
clstrd elstrd NOT trnchs brnchs left
clstrd
(A) (B) (C) (D) (D-B)
0.1 • • • • • • •
0.2 3.0 6 194 1.5 3 191 3
0.3 6.5 13 187 'l I; 7 193 6.,.J' ..;
0.4 13.5 27 113 a..5 17 183 10
0.5 40.0 80 120 27.0 Sfl 146 26
0.6 74.0 14,8 52 65.5 131 69 17
0.7 93.5 187 13 92'.0 184 1 € 3
0.8 99.5 1ee 1 99.0 19B 2 1.. J
0.9 100.0 200 0 100.0 199 1 1
Table q.•7.
The number of documents in each cluster cannot t~ derived
from these figures. All that can be said is that, for
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example, at level 0.6 there are 17 clusters made uf ef a
total of 148 documents. If Cranfield follows MEtLARS,
then there may well le one cluster with (sa y) 110
documents in it and 16 otherf with only 2 or 3 documents
in them. This mayor ma) not be the case.
As miyht have been EXfected from the findings ef
earlier experiments en single terms and 2-term
combinations, there is no evidence te suggest that
sul-collections containing OF to 5000 documents show any
sign of reaching a fixEd clustering structure. 1his
indicates that such collecticns are Dot representative of
the full collection ard as such are unl i ke Iy te enable
confident conclusions to be .ade from experiments using
them.
Due to the large amounts of computer resources used in
these clustering experimEnts, sub-col1ecticn~ of more than
5000 documents had to bE e~cluded fro. this research.
Ideally, Experiments should be pelfor.ed on much 1 rger
collections, preferably containing Uf to 25COO dccuments.
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Despite any shortcomings incurIed by the r stricted
nature of the eXfeIiment~, they have proved to be useful,
if only in establisbirg guidelines for fUIther research
into the effects of collection size on document
clustering. Certainly, it appears that the single-link
Mathed is the method to use in such research, because of
its inherent statility.
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The puxfose of thi~ chapter is to ara~ together the
results of the experiments described in Chapters 3 and 4
and exami.ne the effect ef this research on other research
in the field of Information Retrieval.
In Chapter 2., the vast diffeIences in size between
small test collections used in IB eXFeriments en the one
band and large commercial databases on the other, were
highlighted, alcng with the problems associated with the
use of test collections. The effects cf size en a
document collection (MEDIARS) have been examined in an
attempt to determine if a .ilimul collecticn subset can be
found which exhibits similar retrieval characteristics to
the 'full' collection. Such a subset could be used in
experiments to enable the ferformance of the system using
the full collection to be predicted.
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5.2 THE OSE CF M!DIARS DOCUM!N1S-----------.------------------
A factor which needs to be taken into ccount ~hen
evaluating the ~Esults of the experiments is the degree to
which MEDIARS documents are suitable for this type of
research. lhe fact that "EDIARS is indexed manually using
a strictly controlled thesaurus ef MeSH terms is an
advantage rather than a di~advantage, because the number
of terms which .ay be used to index a collectior. is known
(in this case, it is 10,137). This allows a cut-off
point, at which all the tEras, or more realistically, a
large percentage of teIm~ have been introduced, to te
sought. This point may provide aD indicaticn of the 5i2e
of collection subset necEs~aty to be rep~esentative of the
full collection. This if ceItainly r.otthe case if a fre
indexing seheas is used to index the collection, dS the
dictionary size is not known in advance.
The experiments conc9xning the introduction of single
terms and the single teta frequencies rely heavily on the
concept of the full coll~ction. The full collectien in
this case contains 61,036 documents. It is felt th t this
is sufficiently large in itself and contains suffiei ntly
more documents than tbe largest sub-collection (25,000
documents) to e.nsure that coap arLsons between it and any
sut-collections aIe legitimate.
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5.3 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.---------------------.--
The experiments on the effects of size on the M!DLABS
document collection reportEd in this thesis can b~ divided
into three main areas of investigaticn :-
1. The behaviour of single terms.
2. The behaviour of 2-tEI. combinations.
3. The cluste~ing stru~tule.
Before considering the results of these experiments
individually, it is neCEssaty to examine how they are
intetrelated.
The term is the basic building tlock of a collection.
Each document is represe£ted ty a nu.ber of diff rent
terms and it is the variety of ter.s 'that giv~s each
document its individual identity and more i.Fo~tantly from
the IH point of view~ distinguishes it from other
documents in the collection. The way in which terms
co-occur in docuaerrts j s investiga ted in the experimen ts
on 2-term combinations, and whereas the single ~!I! can be
seen as the lowest levEl of analysis, the combination in
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its capacity to represent the content of a docuwent, can
be seen as thE next level, the gQ~1!!!!~!t~ level. The
highest level of anelysLs is the £Q1J~~!j2.!l it.self, which
can be investigated in teras of its tehaviour wh n
clustered.
5.3. 1
The experiments concerned with the behaviour of single
terms enabled an examination of the effects of size te t~
made at the lowest level. They indicated that a
collection containing bEtwEEn 15,OOC and 20,000 documents
was beginning to show si.ilaxities to the full colI ction.
At this point, th ratE of introduction of nEW t.er ss was
diminishing sufficiently to be able to recognise a cut-off
point around 15,000 documents, wheIe 80~ of the t Ims in
the dictionary were present in the collection. Similarly,
the comparison of term frequencies showed a tendency fer
the graphs t6 begin to stabilise at around the same point.
The analysis of single terls is appropriate to methods
using matching functicn~ for searching, in particular
weightsd r tr leva1. III weighted retrieval, the index
terms of all the documents in the collection are assigned
weights in accordance with their ability to aiscrimin te
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one do cu a an t from another. 'lhus instead o,f a document
having a purely bLna rj r~presentation where terms are
ei thar present or abs en t ( • O· or ' 1' in a vector
representa tion) and each term is deemed to 1:e e qu a Lly
important in characterising the contEnt of the document,
terms are g~~en weights, ihich enables an ordering of
terms to be established ranging frail the most to the least
disctiminating.
The following weighting scheme has been shewn to
improve tetrieval performance (van Bijsbergen (1979)):-
W = log (N / n) .. 1
where N is the nu.tat of documEnts in the collection
and n is the nu sbe r of tt,lIes the teImoccur in
the collection.
Because of t be large f Iuct uations in the rt.:jlative
frequencies of the single teras in the 500 sub-collecticn
compared with the full ccllection and even some of the
larger sub-collections, the weighting of tetliS acccrding
to this scheme may be adversely affected. For example,
given that the same decument is pIesent in toth the 500
sut-collection and the full collection (as is th -: case
hare), whilst it is protable that thE terms ~ill have heen
assigned different weight values becaus€ of the cvelridi 9
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N factor in the weighting function, it is also possible
that the actual order of the term weights is altered.
Thus, the sost discriminat.ing term in the document when it
\Jas weighted as part of the 500 sut-collection II 'j net
necessarily remain so in the full collection.
Index term weightinS is usually inccrperated into
systems where searching is perfor.ed by matching function,
which is able to process weighted t eras, A ranking ef
docu.ents in decreasing order of similal:ity to the search
reguest is thresholded ard documents above thE cut-off
point are retrieved. Recall and precision are dete~mined
by the number of relevant docu.ents retrieved, but because
of the inconsistencies of the term freguencies over
differing collections th~ raca.ll/precision figures may be
.isleading as in the following exa.ple:-
Suppose the following ranking is obtained from the 500
collection
.A BCD E F'*G H 1 •••••••••••••••
It is possible that the crdeIing of these documents may be
different in a search of the fu11 collecticn,
A ) 1 I B 1 C )( J D G 1*1 FIE J .1 ! I H ••••••••••••
(I denotes a document not included in the 500
sat- collection, and * the cut-off point).
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Depending aD the ctoice of threshold, differ<ent
documents may le included. In the full coll.ctian,
do cu aerrts E and Fare .DOt retrieved but G is, whereas in
the 500 sub-collection, E and Fare retIieved and G is
not. If G is relevant aId Band F aLe not relevant, then
the recall/precision figtlres a.readvErsely affected in the
SOOtest.
5.3.2 2-term combinations_. . .__ . ,__ .t.
As might have been e2fected frail the results of the
single tera experiments (the nu ab er of coabd natLc ns is
O(n'2), the number of single teras is O(n), n is the
dictionary size), thE nu.tel: of different coabinations
continued to increase almost linearly with collection size
as far as the li.it of the experiment at 25,000 documents.
Certainly there was no apparent cut'-off paint. This
happened despite the fact that all the FOEsible
co.binations cannot OCCUI not only because of the MEDLARS
specificity rule which states that the .ost specific term
should be assigned. but a1Eo .because of the unlikelihood
of a document relatins to t wo vastly aif feren t sub jec t s
and the subsequent e xcLus.Lon of the com.binations of terms
representing them e.g. expe.rillental animals and pa rt s of
the body.
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The experiments in which searches were performed to
find the frequencies of certain combinations, revealed no
stability and ccnfi rsed the findings of the other
experiments on term cOlltinaticns. It is illipcrt"nt to
mention here the very low frequencies ~ith which the
lIajority of combinations occurred t3.6.5}. Because ef
this, experiments 1Iihichate dependent on comparing numb r ~
of documents containing faI:tjcular ccmbinaticns of terms
or particular groufs of combinations are open to
criticism.
Tbe study of combinations is appropriate to Boolean
searching methods. Ind~Ed, it is'partly because ef this
that actual searches ~ErE perfoI:med. ~radition lly,
retrieval perf oreance is aeasured in te.rJlsof recall nd
precision. To reiterate, recall is the proFortion of
relevant documents that are retrieved and precision is th
proportion of retrieved documents that are relevant. A
feature of the searches en !EDIABS collections is the very
small nu.ber of documEnts that are actually r trievel.
From a total of 117 initial searches~ only 28 ret~ievod
documents from the 25000 su t-eoIIEcticn. Whe r. tbe s·roe
searches vere performed en the full collection of over
61,000 documents a total of 490 documents ~ere I trieved,
of which 222 vere retrieved by one pa~ticular se reb
statement. Of course, there is no relevance information
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availabl. to calculate recall and Frecisicn valu_s for
these seaIches, but because of the small number of
documents retrieved, it is unlikely that any reaSCD ble
figures could be calculated.
5.3.3
The clustering structure is a representation of tha
collection as a w.hole ~nd not just the individual
documents and as such offers perhaps the best method of
studying the document collecticn under growth.
nn f or t.u na teIy , beca use 0'£ e scessdve re sour ce requirem nts,
experiments
collections
using cLus t erInq were re,stricted to
of up to ~,COO documents and the only
conclusion that can be drawn as to the size ef subset
necessary for eXferiment, is that 5,000 documents is not a
large enough collection. Nevertheless, if a clustering
method CQuld be applied to larger document collections,
then it could well provide the best indication of the
collection heing a subset and therefore representative.
The behaviour of the clustering structures is related
to the results of the co.binatlon frequency experiments.
The dissimilarity coefficient is a function of the number
of terms the t~o docameltf have in common. The bundanc
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of low frequency combinatlons (3.6.5) illdicates tbat
relatively fe~ documen1s have aore than a singl term in
common. This goes a Ions way to eXFlain the small number
of small clusters in the hierarchy until the level was
reached where ODe large clustE!rvasformed pr esunabLy at
which point documents with cnly on term in common were
starting to be incorporated in the clustering (see 'I bles
4.1 to 4.4).
This may also explain the differerces in the Cranfield
clustering. The Cranfield documents contain many more
index terms (around 30) and the total nu.ber of different
tex:ms is considerably less than .£or PlEDLARS. The se
coab ine to increase the frobabili ty that documents will
have more than one tErm in COlmOD. It follows that
documents may indeed ba~e many terms in common nd
therefore will be irccrforated into the clustering
hierarchy at much lo~er levelS than ~.DLARS.
The most striking feature of the clustering cf th se
admittedly s.al1 collections is the si~e of th clusters.
At low levels in the hierachies, if a document is
clustered at all it is cnly with CDe 01: possibly two
others. lhis trend cont Lnue s up the hierarchy until the
point is reached where nearly all tb doculLents are
contained in only one cluster • It is therefore debatable
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whether this type of cluetering structure bas an] utility
fOI Eetrieval purposes and calls the use of single-link
and other related m~thods into question.
Croft (1977) has ~uggested that to overcome the
inefficiencies of hierarchic clustering lethods, in
particular single link, core clustering lay le used. this
involves clustering a sa.ple of the collectiol
hierarchically, and then assigning the remaining documents
to tbe resulting clusters on a heuristic tasis. As he
rightly points out, this is very much dEfendant en the
initial chcice of the core. This research indicates that
the core should consist of a large nu abe r of documents in
order to obtain anything like a reasonable clustering
structure.
An important aspect
apflicability to sets of
of this research
documents other than
is its
MEtLARS.
Two extremes are consideIsd:-
INSPEC.
INSPEC docu&ents ate lery similar to their MEDLARS
counterparts, in that they have both teen extIacted
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from a much larger opexational datatase and have
roughly the same average number ef terms per document,
and similar clustel statistics. It can therefore be
expected that if the same experim nts ~ere pe fOImed
using INSPEC data instead of ~ErtABS, similar results
~ould be obtained. 1hus, the INSPEC test collection
of only 541 documents .ay well !!2!be raprese tative
of the full INSP!C collection, and any eXFe~imentdl
results may be doubtful.
Cranfield 2.
The Cranfield 2 ccllectioD is so markedly ifferent
from ~EDLARS and indeed .ost other c~llections, that
it is difficult to associate it with thea at 11. The
Cranfield 14CO collection is not made up of a subset
of a larger collection, tut vas specially cre t~d as a
collection in itself for use solely in IE experiments.
Purthermore, its unusually high number of terms p~r
document makes it a special case, for axa.ple in its
clustering behaviour.
Indeed, because of its richness of terms and th
restricted nature of its documents, Cranfield m J even
be able to provide a better prediction of retriev 1
behaviour in an opErational environment tha large
subset. Indeed, in the absence of fitm conclusion~
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from the present research as to the Si2€ of collectic
required for meaninsf~l result~, the author would
suggest that Cranfield provides the best alternative
as a test collection, palticularly when the cost of
experimentation is taken into account.
This research has n~t been able to give any more than
broad indicaticns as to the exact si2e of collection
subset necessarj to ensure that retrieval performance is
accurately predicted in an operational environment.
Nevertheless, the conclusion of this work is th t much
larger collectioDs than have previously been used in 18
e%periments are required if satisfactory results are to b.
guaranteed. This does not exclude the use of small
collections as tools for the develop_ent and testing of 18
systems but as scan as the peint is reached at which an
evaluation of the.effectivEness of the sjstea is required,
they should be abandoned in favour of larg I, mar
representative collections.
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6 SUGGESTION~ FOR FORTH.R EESEARCH.---------------------_._----------
The rese rch x:eported in aa r Id e.r chapters has uncover d
areas in which .further wo,x:k.• ay prcve significant within
the scope of info!maticn retIieval in general.
6.1
The most striking of thesE is concerened with document
clustering. ~he result~ of the clustering experiments in
this research indicate that the single-link methcd may not
perform as well as it haE teen claimed and that previously
favourable results may have teen affEcted by the chcice of
tast collecticn, namely CraDfield 2. The clustering of
the 1!EDLARS data, alt.houch .ithas been car rLsd cut on a
sIIal1 collection of dcc uaezrt s (only 5,000 but
significantly more than some pIevious experi.ents (Jardine
and van Rijsbergen (1911), van Eijsbergen and Croft
(1975») tends to be of an naIl or nothing" n t ure ,
Either tbere are a laIge number of s.al1 clusters
containing 2 or 3 documents at low dissimilarity levels,
where tha number ef documents incorporated into the
hierarchy is unacceptably lov, or at a level where a mote
satisfacto~y percentage of documents are clustered, they
tend to be me.bers of a small number of very large
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clusters. This continue~ until the faint is reached where
all the clusters become amalgamated into a single cluster
and the only documents ttat are excluded are not clustered
with any other documents at all.
The situation is unlikEly to improve with larger
collections. The work on comcinations which examined
collections of up to 25,000 documents, showed that
combinations generally occur with a very low freguency and
therefore the number of documents with terms in common is
also low. This does not lode well fOl: a clustering
technique based en this figure.
The utility of this tYPE of clustel:ing in terls of
retrieving documents i~ questionalle. Either a Larqe
number of documents are Ietrieved or only two or three.
There appears to be no position for co.promise.
This is an area where further research is necessary in
order determine the caUSE of such an effect and a suitable
remedy. It would be desirable to be able to incorpor te
more documents into the cluster hierarchy at 10~~r 1 vels
so that reasonably sized clusters could be formed. It is
difficult to see hew Exactly to ac baeve this as
single-link has the most relaxed requirement possible: for
a document to be included in a cluster it needs only to
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have one term in common with only ODe otheI document in
that cluster. A strengthening of this criteria would
certainly have the ef feet of prev snt ing, 0 I t lea st
postponing the formatien of the large cluster, but wili
inevitably lead to a dralatie reduction in the percentage
of documents in the hierarchy.
6.2
In the
Cranfield
light
2 test
of thE so.awhat unique tebavieur ef the
collection which manifests itself
particularly in the clustering expEriments, the following
questions arise:-
1. The Cranfield collection is verI rich with reg Id to
the number of indez teras assigned to each document.
ihat is the effect of enriching a collection by
increasing the numter of teras fer document?
Experiments which are able to compare Cranfield with
for example, ar enriched versien of an
r!EDLARSjINSPEC-type collection could decide whether
Cranfield is a better rEsearch tool than a
representative subset fro. a large collection.
2. The Cranfield documents constitute a, r I tively
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~est~ictea sutj_ct a~ea (aeror.autics) and s such
~andom subsets taken fro. so small a main collection
(only 1400 documents) are unlikely to 1::euseful in
~etrieval eXferiments. !his prohibits experiments of
th~ type pErfo~mEd in this ~esearcb. Nevertheless,
because of its narrol ~ubject area it may be possible
that it can be treated as a 'full' collecticn in its
own right, subject to satisfactory experimental
confirmation. With regard to Oferaticnal ccllections
such as MEDIARS and IN~FIC, what is the effect of
scaling down a large collection covering a wide
subject area in crdaI to produce a su1::set r .stricted
solely to one small Eulject arEa and would this give a
sensible prediction ef the retrieval behaviour of th~
large collection? 'Ibis can be investig ted
Experimentally by Extracting a section of the
collection 1::yperfcrming a broad sealch covering
particular subject atea and using tbe retrieved
documents as the test collection.
6.3
It is unfortunate that this werk has not led tc mot
conclusive results but like so .uch research it is
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justified by the ideas for further investigaticn that it
has uncove:red.
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